A new calculation of the neutron electric form factor is described. Preliminary results for the connected part on a 20 3 32 lattice are presented. The methods for calculating the disconnected part are brie y described.
Introduction
Previous lattice calculations of nucleon electromagnetic form factors on 16 ). The most that can be said is that the lattice results agree in sign and magnitude with the expected experimental results. If we are to move beyond the qualitative stage in comparison of lattice data to experiment, this situation must be improved, especially considering the new CEBAF experiments planned 3 . A new, more precise, lattice calculation of G n e (q 2 ) is described here. The lattice used is larger (20 3 32), more con gurations (50) are employed and better analysis methods are used.
Simulation Details
Using the usual point nucleon interpolating elds 1 , one needs both the two and three-point Green's functions: G nn (t;p; ) X x e ip x 0 hvacjT ( (x) 0 (0)) jvaci; (1) G nJ n (t 2 ; t 1 ;q; ) i X x2;x1 e iq x1 0 hvacjT ( (x 2 )J (x 1 ) 0 (0)) jvaci: (2) One now forms the connected and disconnected Wick contractions of the proton three-point function. The long Euclidean time limits of these nctions are G nn (t;p; 4 ) ! E+m 2E jZj 2 a 6 (2 ) 3 e Et ; (3) a Talk presented at the Minneapolis`96 DPF conference. (2)). In the following we are at = 6:0 working on 50 con gurations, thermalized by 5000 pseudo-heatbath sweeps and separated by 1000 sweeps. The neutron source is at lattice time site 6 and the zero-momentum sink is at time site 21. The solid and dashed lines in One can easily show that the expectation value of the exactly conserved lattice current density, J (x) = (J(x); i (x)) = i (x + a )(1 + )U y (x) (x) (x)(1 )U (x) (x + a )], has a vanishing imaginary part, con guration by con guration. Thus, in forming the disconnected amplitude one is looking at the statistical correlation between the imaginary part of the charge density and the imaginary part of the nucleon two point function, both of which are simply noise by themselves. Because of the average over gauge con gurations, we may replace the pointto-point propagator M . Numerically, I have found that Z(N) noise works better than the volume method (the same as SU(3) noise) for local operators such as (x) (x), but the volume method is better for the nonlocal J (x). Since interest here is directed at the disconnected electromagnetic contribution to the nucleon, the volume method has been chosen for the simulations.
